WatCOR-X

SATELLITE-DERIVED BATHYMETRY
STAND-ALONE SOFTWARE

ESTABLISH STATE-OF-THE-ART SATELLITE-DERIVED BATHYMETRY CAPABILITY
IN YOUR TEAM

- Generate shallow water bathymetric data globally, even in areas without access to on-site data.
- Intuitive user-interface and minimal training.
- Highest level of satellite data processing technology, with transparent workflow and fully physics-based methods which include accurate corrections of all environmental impacts.
- Based on over 20 years of research and development, proven by leading hydrographic offices and industries as the most reliable SDB worldwide.
- Licensed to selected Hydrographic Offices and navies worldwide.
- Guaranteed on-site training and ongoing one-on-one technical support.
- Allows for analysis of commercial, none-commerical and future satellite missions.
- Customized on demand.
- Desktop solution which can be run in secured environments.

The world’s first and only state-of-the-art Satellite-Derived Bathymetry (SDB) software is a fully operational system.
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detect more.